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To all members of the press

The president of Robot Consulting Co., Ltd. Hidetoshi Yokoyama
and an international political scientist Lully Miura had a
conversation about "The Political Impact of the Spread of
ChatGPT" and "Clues to Resolving LGBTQ Issues through
Metaverse".

Hidetoshi Yokoyama, chairman and president of Robot Consulting Co., Ltd., and Lully Miura,
international political scientist and essayist from the YAMANEKO Research Institute, Inc.,
exchanged views on the impact of the widespread use of ChatGPT on politics.

This article is divided into two parts; “Will the Widespread Use of ChatGPT Change Politics?”
and “Solving LGBTQ issues with the metaverse”, held in Tokyo for 2 days on July 26 and
August 8 2023.

In the first part, the conversation explored in depth how the rapid spread of ChatGPT is
affecting politics and how this will change in the years to come.



This discussion was based on the evolution of AI technology and its characteristics,
contemporary political trends, as well as the characteristics of the new phenomenon of the
metaverse. In particular, the detailed discussion focused on the capabilities of ChatGPT, the
background of its widespread use, and what new possibilities and challenges it creates for
political communication and policy making.

For more information on the discussion Part 1, please watch the video below.

https://youtu.be/rfZ7tdYpwds

https://youtu.be/rfZ7tdYpwds


The second part of the discussion focused on how much the new digital space of the
metaverse can contribute, based on the historical background of LGBTQ issues and the
unique characteristics of the metaverse. The potential of the metaverse to provide new
opportunities and solutions in solving LGBTQ issues was also discussed in detail.

For more information on the discussion Part 1, please watch the video below.

https://youtu.be/Hhg1i3-B1L0

https://youtu.be/Hhg1i3-B1L0


Development in preparation for the launch of "Robot Lawyer", an AI service that allows you
to talk about laws on metaverse, which was mentioned in the conversation.

"Robot Lawyer" is an AI service that allows users to consult about laws of the metaverse,
supervised by a law firm with expertise in the laws of the metaverse.

With a UI reminiscent of a metaverse space and advanced AI responses through integration
with ChatGPT, the service provides users with a high level of service experience and the
ability to consult with real lawyers as needed.



Through this service, we aim to create a society in which legal consultation is more
accessible.

Join us in welcoming the dawn of a new era of law on the metaverse!
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【Robot Consulting Company Profile】
Company Name: Robot Consulting Co., Ltd.
Location: 2-6F Le Gratteciel Bldg., 5-22-6 Shimbashi, Minato-ku, Tokyo
President: Hidetoshi Yokoyama
Establishment: April 2020
URL: http://robotconsulting.net/
Business Description: Development of platform for professionals in metaverse, development
and sales of software using AI technology, and planning, research, development,
manufacturing, and sales of robots and other products, commercialization of robot systems
and promotion of their widespread use
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